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â€¢ Covers multiple platforms â€“ This game guide will cover Xbox 360, Xbox One, PlayStation 3,
PlayStation 4, Wii U and have a separate walkthrough/strategy for the Nintendo 3DSâ€¢ Thorough
Maps â€“ Know your surroundings including all canister and brick locationsâ€¢ Extensive
Walkthrough - Learn the hub areas and plow through the numerous levels of adventure including
Free Play modeâ€¢ Locate Everything â€“ Strategy to help you collect minikits, Red Bricks, Gold
Bricks and moreâ€¢ Quick-reference checklist tables - Fast access to find out how to unlock
characters, vehicles and other collectibles
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I mean this guide has any and everything that you could possibly want to know about Lego Marvel
Super Heroes. It lists how to get certain characters, step by step how to get past each level and so
much more. It is worth the price that you pay and then some.You'll find things that you probably
didn't even know was in the game. When I say there is a lot for you to cover in this game that is not
a lie.

This is mayhem, and I love it. I wish I had hours of unstructured time to just explore the whole world
of this game, run all the missions and just chase pedestrians and blow up cars and such. The guide
was helpful, otherwise I'd still be stuck on early levels. Sometimes these games are too easy. Not

this one. I can't figure out the flying.

Wife 2.0's grandson has had a blast playing this game, and I've enjoyed playing some myself as
well as playing along with him (co-op mode). Having this impressive guide available has proved
helpful throughout, so helpful in fact that I wound up buying two copies of this guide, one for the little
guy to take home (where he can play the game with his father) and one that I keep at the house for
him or me to look at while we are playing there.Everything you would want to, or need to, know
about in the game is well documented here. Full walk-through's, strategies, and such, as well as
complete maps to areas that you'll be exploring in the game. The screen shots are easy to look at
and learn from, and the text descriptions that accompany same provide the clues you purchased the
book for to begin with.Highly recommended, along with highest recommendation for those that are
looking at the game on the platform of their choice.

This guide was very helpful in 100% completing the game on the PS4. This guide is divided into a
console section and handheld section for two apparently different games. Its divided into a story
section and a freeplay section and generally makes clear what items you can collect on the story
play through and what items you must collect during free play. The maps are generally very good.
The story section fully explains how to solve all of the games puzzles if you occasionally get
stuck.There are a few negatives, but none worth losing a star over:Some of the pictures are too
small.It lists character abilities and then a list of characters with their abilities. More useful would
have been listing the characters that had a given ability.In the freeplay section and red brick areas it
would have been nice if they included the map icon for that particular level so that you could find it
easier in the open world. This last part is somewhat alleviated by the fact that you can jump to any
level in the game on the command center of the carrier.

Great book but you'll need your reading glasses. Trying to shove this information into a book like
this, the print will be small. Great guide, very accurate.

The kid used this guide a lot while playing the game. This has put a strong emphasis on reading
book to extract knowledge in this realm and has continued into school. I don't have any info
pertaining to the content or accuracy of the material because I don't play this game, but the kids rely
on this while they navigate the game.

There is no much to this game that I don't think I could have completed everything without it.
Definitely worth picking up.

I bought this for my grandson - he loves it. He uses the book constantly to gain some guidance
when playing the video game. He's 8 and thanks me for giving him the game and this book just
about every time I see him. He even takes the book to the park just to read it and learn strategy.
Excellent purchase. I just love it when kids read.
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